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18th Edition of the Mawazine Festival - Rhythms of the World 
 
Mawazine declares its passion for music: “We Are Family!” 

 
Rabat, June 26th 2019: Considered as one of the best rappers in the United States, Travis Scott was                  
one of the greatest attractions of this sixth day, during the Mawazine Festival-Rhythms of the World.                
Chaining successes since his meeting in 2013 with Kanye West, the American rapper delivered on               
the OLM Souissi stage a phenomenal performance for his first concert in Morocco. An amazing               
show by this outstanding performer who collaborated with the greatest: Drake, N'as or DJ Khaled! 
 
On the international stage, festivalgoers also discovered another music superstar that same evening:             
the singer Aya Nakamura, who punctuated the daily life of French youth in 2018 with her hit                 
Comportement, Copines and above all Djadja, whose videos accumulates to this day nearly 400              
million views on YouTube! An unprecedented concert in the form of a reward for this artist born in                  
Mali in a family of griots. 
 
A true hit maker, the Sister Sledge also created the event. Acclaimed at the Mohammed V National                 
Theater, sisters Deborah and Kim proved that they remain true icons of disco with 15 million records                 
sold and more than 100 awards and distinctions. As part of its worldwide tour, the band made a                  
remarkable stop in Rabat, performing their greatest hits, including the timeless We Are Family,              
which was sung in unison by the crowd. 
 
On the Nahda stage, the Mawazine festival-Rhythms of the World welcomed two key figures: the               
Lebanese Walid Toufic and the Jordanian Diana Karazon who have both performed their rich              
repertoires composed by the most famous authors in the Arab world. 
 
Another highlight, this time in Salé, with the performance of Manal, a figure of pop and Moroccan                 
trap. Nominated in 2015 Best Female Artist in North Africa by the Afrim Awards, the young                
Marrakech native has thrilled the audience by performing her most popular titles. Just like the rapper                
Casablanca Lbenj whose latest opus, Milliard, caused a sensation. 
 
Rich with his dual African and European culture, Youssoupha has left his mark on the Bouregreg                
stage. Dominating French rap with his lyrics and freedom of speech, the artist handled the art of                 
words with brilliance, delivering a conscious rap inspired by his youth. 
 
At the Chellah, the sublime Sharmila Sharma has dazzled the audience. In this new tribute to the                 
heritage of the Roma people, this figure of Kathak music, song and dance was surrounded by four                 
renowned musicians: the singer Madhubanti Sakar, the table player Prabhu Edouard, the flautist             
Henri Tournier and the sitarist Michel Guay. 
 
The Mawazine Festival-Rhythms of the World has also won the streets and squares of Rabat. The                
group Hot Streets proposed a great percussion show that captivated the visitors. On the program:               
wild rhythms and impressive outfits. Impressive as well, the Bladi Fanfare has honored the wind               
instruments by mixing Moroccan rhythms and great tradition of the brass band. 
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Useful information: 
18th Edition of the Mawazine Festival – Rhythms of the World from June 21 to 29, 2019.  

About the Mawazine Festival - Rhythms of the World 

Established in 2001, the Mawazine Festival Rhythms of the World is the essential rendezvous for               
music amateurs in Morocco. With over 2.5 million festivalgoers for each of its last editions, it is                 
considered the second largest cultural event in the world. Organized every year for nine days,               
Mawazine offers a rich and demanding program that mixes the biggest stars of the world and Arabic                 
repertoire, making the cities of Rabat and Salé the scene of exceptional encounters between the               
public and renowned artists. Very committed to the promotion of Moroccan music, Mawazine             
devotes more than half of its programming to the talents of the national scene. Bearer of the values of                   
peace, openness, tolerance and respect, the festival offers free access to 90% of its festival-goers,               
making the accessibility of the public an essential mission. It is also a major support to the regional                  
tourism economy and a leading player in the creation of a real entertainment industry in Morocco. 

About Maroc Cultures Association: 

Created in 2001, Maroc Cultures is a non-profit organization whose main mission is to guarantee the                
public of the Rabat-Salé-Zemmour-Zaër region a cultural and artistic animation of a professional             
level worthy of the Moroccan capital. Echoing the fundamental values of His Majesty King              
Mohammed VI’s development policy, Maroc Cultures concretizes this noble mission through the            
Mawazine Festival Rhythms of the World as well as organizing various events, multidisciplinary             
symposiums, art exhibitions and concerts. 

 

 


